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FUCK YR HEALTHY GAY LIFESTYLE
(The FRINGE Manifesto--Freaks, Radicals & Inverts Nail
Gay Elite!)
Gays and lesbians do not exist-there are only queers and
straights. Those known as "gay and lesbian people" are
essentially straight assholes who sleep with members of their
same gender and have nothing to do with QUEERNESS except their
fear and rape of it. Queers are twisted & disgusting, beautiful
& glamorous, extreme & alive. We live outside the margin
and move to keep working edges, surviving co-optation, decimation
.{:.attack by those so called "gay and lesbian people". We
are everywhere where things are truly happening. Ass-kissing
"gay and lesbian" bores scramble on their knees to give blow
jobs to the straight power brokers and earn favor as their
subservient underlings while simultaneously trying to steal
the excitement of queer life force. They masquerade in both
straight and queer camps as it suits their fancy, but the
truth is, they don't exist anywhere & aren't anything because
they don't know who they are.
One of the most dismal manifestations . of those "gay and lesbian
specimens is their desire to breed & ·r eplicate the noxious
straight nuclear family to prove their existence and fit in.
Lesbian breeder bags & their designer 3rd world babies are the
worst form of living genocide. Post-term fetuses are used as
entree into polite normal society and are showcased at "gay &
lesbian" validation events known as "Pride".
During this sniveling event, "gays & lesbians" spend one
afternoon out of the year tokenizing the vital queerness of
drag as though it were part of their "culture". In the
midst of this celebration of essential straightness (healthy
sexless muscle boys and mommy lesbians-the drones), a few
unsuspecting & therefore tokenized queers can be found. All
disenfranchised queers have been led to believe that this
is their one glorious day, but it is actually ridiculous
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being used. The "gay & lesbian" vision of drag queens is that ·
they are quaint anomalies offered to straight society like
silly enslaved creatures trapped in a petting zoo . This "Pride"
1 dav is the one day freaks of all stripe are embraced, and only
th~O to spice up their homogenized, boring "gay and lesbian"
death i.ilarch.
This . .uPride" eve~t is both queer-baiting and queer hating.
It is a prime example of the complex system of closeted / closeting
symbols that allow "gays & lesbians" to recognize each other
without getting dirty or offending the Master Race ( straights) •
All of their symbols rely on euphemisms and a staunch refusal
to pick a side; they try to suck real queers into their fake
identit y without letting Massa know. They rely on safe,
discreet imagery such as the insipid rainbow flag (which
symbolizes nothing, certainly not diversity), the lambda
symbol (Arcane!), the Red Ribbon(Pretty!) and "Freedom" Rings .
All of these items can conveniently be made into tacky
jewelry which "gays & lesbians" adore. ' This insider code
is a product of what "gay & lesbian" people refer to as the
closet and perpetuates it.
While sucking the life out of anything queer they can get
their hands on, "gay & lesbian" people worship & adore any
straight person who would deign to be seen with them & thus
validate their alleged measly existence. This collaboration is
greatly beneficial to the straights as it feeds their already
engorged egos with proof of the inherent superiority of heterosexuality & their benevolence in being seen with an inferior
"gay" or "lesbian" person. All current "gay & lesbian"
"politics" is corporate sponsered power sharing with mainstream
culture and is designed to maintain the status quo at all cost.
Mainstream organizations solicit "gay & lesbian" consumers
via elaborate public relations campaigns for profit and profit
only. Thankfully, queers and hets never have and never will
have such a contract. Queer people do not mirror, celebrate
, or tolerate het-ness. "Gays and lesbians" are the carriers
who co-opt queer culture ·and barter it in the marketplace for
-points with the powers that be .
_.
,
"Gay & lesbian" people are not real; they are lacking l.n
.queer qualities such as intensity, rage, provocativeness &
intelligence. They posture with synthetic affect; most notably
sentimentality & self-pity . T~en reality strikes them in the
face, _they respond with whiney , christian, ~eaceful ca~dle-light
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-.:igils & deferential speeches fr ee -of anger. "Gay & lesbian"
people appear to be incapable of rage, of breaking out of their
mindless conformity & fucking with the oppressors. They need
stagnance to maintain they myth of "gay & lesbian"-ism.
Queer rage scares the shit out of them & sends them running
hysterically back to their straight role models.
Since "gay & lesbian" people are completely aligned with
straight culture but are att~acted to the allure of queerness,
they assume a victim mentality and both deny & abuse their
privilige. Their "activism" is about getting more power,
$$$ and straight approval and leaves behind non-whites, S/M
fetishists, fat dykes, transsexual/transgender people, poor
people, etc.--in other words, true QUEER agendas. They believe
·in Clinton, democracy, AIDS profiteering organizations,
. Walk-A-Thons, liberal guilt disguised as "political correctness"
and babies.
However, the most egregious crime of "gays & lesbians" is
Bad Fashion. The boys adopt a repulsively sterile aesthetic of
health reminescent of a mythical germfree adolescence to stave
off death from AIDS; clones parading aro.u nd in Bugle Boy jeans,
displaying designer muscles, reeking· of CKl & dancing idiotically
to boring "house" music with their peroxidey fake tans. The girh
"work" and outmoded bowl cut with a non-wardrobe intended to
~e as lackluster & sexless as possible.
The boys look the same,
the girls look the same; they suffer from a massive dose of selfimposed facist gender policing. There is nothing sexy or cool
(ie. QUEER) about them. This bland homogeniety is their flock
mentality, their way of feeling safety in numbers & recognizing
their "family" without alerting the.i.r het superiors. They s fabri c
a concept of clone/family/tribewhich really just means they are
begging for a collective cattle '·prod.
-
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It is our duty as queers to expose the lie of "gay & le~biaU:·"
identity, to humiliate them with otherness--bring back the return of the repressed. We must puke on their shoes, shit in
their faces & KICK THEIR ASSES. But first and foremost, we
must refuse to allow them entra.n ce into queer culture; we must
force them to be totally absorbed into the straight mainstream
from which they sprung. We must make queer clubs, music, & art
for us & not let them, in their patheti·CJ quest for an identity,
near it. We cannot afford to sed: le- t or their bogus "gay &
lesbian" culture or believe their lies--it is killing us,
drowning us in pablum, and numbing us to the point of invisibilit
WE ARE THE TRUE CULTURE. THESE PARASITES ONLY EXIST AS THEY
FEED OFF OF BOTH QUEER & STRAIGHT CULTURE.
THEY ARE DEAD .

Now, let's remind them of it.

Luv, Missus E. and King J.
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WHY HOMOS SHOULD LISTEN TO GANGSTA RAP
Because your therapy rock isn't working.
Because the world is not all about you & your pathetic life.
Because some people know where and who they are and you
should fucking learn.
3ecause you play it safe and "liberal", whatever the fuck
that is.
Because when they say faggot/dyke etc. MAYBE THEY DO MEAN YOU.
Because it's the only music powered by reality in the
corporate world .•. making money & fucking.
Because your denial is both tired and ugly
Because political correctness is a lie. Stop lying .
Because the beat is powerful. Miss Sandra told you that
and for once she didn't lie.
Because it's about rage and you have none.
Because rappers never complain about getting paid, you dogooder liberal fuck .
Because you '·re boring as shit.
Because somebody's gotta tell you where you stand.
Because you are a faggot, get used to it.
· Because you are a dyke, get used to it.
Because you are a ho, get used to it.
Because you are the devil, get used to it.
Because G&T is the shit, baby.
Because your club· music has no soul, no clit, no ballsNothing. NOTHING.
Because~ in' ~glock holds a helluva lot more weight than
your wimpy candlelight vigils.
Because the world is not pretty or innocent.
Because you're compli ~nt and implicated. Grow up.
Because your sex life is boring-might as well hear the
;~--~~~~ boastin' of someone's who's gettin' laid.
Because rappers go their own way you sorry lazy sheep.
Because the world is out there and you aren't a part of it .
Because you need all the reality you can get.
Because you create nothing/accept everything.
Because you're a white liberal pain in the ass.
Because you're racist and ugly.
Because you've exploited countless people. Pay back time.
~cause the white liberal rap you play is garbage-tokenism,
· pathetic.
Because rappers "never hesitate to put a nigger on his back"
... learn how to eat your own.
Because you need to learn bravado instead of your deranged
victim mentality.
and
Because it'll rock your fucking world,
BEEEE-YATCH!
You better ax somebody.
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· To me, queer is about subversiveness, undercutting, twisting
and contradicting whatever norm exists. Its not just about fucking
the same sex- its about going after and exposing the polarized
either/or categories we've been bludgeoned with in regards to sex
· and gender. The gay and lesbian agenda is dependent on reductive
concepts of male/female, straight/gay. Things are so much more
interesting· than that.
When am I being queer? When I refuse and continue to refuse their
"lesbian" title and constantly assert bi and queer to challenge
their ghetto-mentality ideas about sexual preference. When I
experiment with drag king by doing drag of the males I most loathe
in this culture- straight white frat boys- and find in doing it
that I easily assume my swagger and entitlement here, harrassing my
fag friends, taking up groin space, focusing on tits and ass.~! am
queer when I parody gender by experimenting with homovestism~
going in drag as a hyper-feminized woman and ofcourse being mistaken
for a drag queen! Sexually, its playing a young "masc." guy
getting fucked up the ass by my lover wearing her dildo/the older
taunting fag, and getting off on voicing the fake rape cry of a
closeted man. Its being a masochist who can explore her sadism, a
dykey femme or a faggy butch messing it around. Queer is whatever
kind of edge play and subversion you are into- whatever arena of life
constitutes and edge for you to push or force.But queer is never about
standing still or accepting easy answers and convention- it is
always about queering t~ sauce and betraying the boundaries.
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Miss Manner s Guide to the HEALTHY GAY LIFESTYLE
Do not smoke~
Do not drink-well, one glass of wine at brunch is acceptabte.

Do not take ill egal drugs.
You s hould learn to t~o-step.
Make sure to have at least one therapist & belong to one

support group(more ~one is more healthy!)

t

Subscribe to homosexual publicatlons. Know your community .
Do not come out to people who don't need to know .

Be witty!
Do not get AIDS.

Wear the appr opriate Pride accessories .
Hen: Wear an excessive amount of cologne.

Don't talk about AIDS in polite company.
to be enjoyed-don't bring others down.

Women: No amount of cologne is acceptible-BE SENSITIVE!

Participate in some sport-HEALTH is the utmost!

Get ~ tan-beach o r booth.
Sraile when questioned by heterosexuals.
Hold soid het erosexuals' hands through their confusion on

Lesbians: Do not eat meat around other lesbians .
Never ask anyone out unless you know that they know that

the perils of homosexual lifestyles.
Always be well-groomed.
Do not speak about homosexuality unless spoken to.
Have respect fo r others! No public displays of affection!
Always have safe sex and moralize about it to others.
If you have had unsafe sex , LIE!
Lesblans! ~aver sleep vith a man.
Cay men! Have app~opriate fascination with women but s till

be tnstefully repulsed.
Make your wedding plans now.

it i s not a healthy gay lifestyle.
Support gays in the military.
Give President Clinton his respect. He's tryingl
Never listen to hip-bop or punk rock . Rock in general is
to be avoided. REM is ok. We know and he knows.
Cultivate a n appreciation for musicals or folk depending
on your gender.

Respect the sanctity of the closet-NO OUTING!
Pornography .ust be kept pleasant & to a minimum.

you know. Rough trade is tacky.
Keep sex tidy.
Let your· parents treat your lover as your fr iend. They have
h~rd lives too. don't make it worse.
Ignore anyone who discovers your sexual preference & perpetrate!

a hate crime. Do not fight. Smile. You're ok.
Don't be associated with too many people with AIDS.

Enough

to show you're ok with it but not too many to make people
vorry about your health.
Find a t least one fr i e nd of the opposite sex and one friend of

a different race.

Always take a member of the opposite sex. to apprOpriate function1:
No ho~osexual s hould be seen in drag. Drag shows are
acceptable ent ertainment when amongst friends, but realize

Brunches are meant

Bring them to parties.

Respect the 70 ' s, bate the 80's

Do not have sex in public.
Have a dream of having. a child, but understand you would be
bad for that child.
Lesbians: Make sur e you include gay men in your activist vork.
Cay aen: If no women are at your activist activities, drag is
appropriate to increase gender parity.

Cultivate liberal guilt and always remain politically correct.
Don't get fat.
Lesbians should s have or pluck facial hair.
Gay .en should shave their chests-bare pees are important.

keep

Remeaber:

Herb Ritts book.
When you find true love, monogamy is the only choice.
Support all things homosexual.
Do not fight violeace with violence. Vigils are nppropriate.
Cay men: Never use deragatory slang for women in their company.

. Lesbians: If you must use the patriarchal penis (dildoes)
in your bedroom, keep them tastefully out of sight.
Tu rn the other cheek always.
Honor al l heterose~uals & their rights .
Talk about people who are overweight only behind their backs.

Heterose~als

are your friends, nasty queers ,

however are keeping you down with their distasteful ways.

hidden discreetly unless it is Madonna's Sex or a

Realize that "bisexuals" haven't decided yet.

To be avoided.
Do

not question feminist theory.

People 's feelings a re

easily hurt.
Read & respect classic homosexual lit.
Loneliness particularly to heart.
and reaember: ·
The closet is always open for your use.

Take the Well of
Be tasteful!
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STOP listening to gay people STOP talking to them and for godssake STOP
sleeping with them. we're better off making pals with hets than homos.
a tiger CAN change its' stripes but A HOMO IS A HOMO IS A HOMO. the
only way a homosexual looks good is bashed on the streets or on the
soles of queer shoes. it's time we stop letting straights have all the
fun-we can bash homos too. might as well. their vision doesn't include
us & IT NEVER FUCKING WILL.
nonhing worse than a traitor-especially one
in brown lipgloss. besides, let's face it. they 're embarassing. ugly sad &
weak-the whole world's better off w/o them . we hav e to clean up our back
yard before we invite over company. we have to eat our UGLY OWN before we
can feast on the rest of the world. THEY'RE VICTIMS ALREADY-it'll be
easy. it's time to kill or be killed, essentially-pick your teams now.
and I'll tell you, the QUEER team has better uniforms. once we rid ourselves of this scourge we'll look even scarier that we already are.
het america won't know what to think-if we bash our "own", who knows
what the fuck we'll do to THEM.
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